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Short description:  
Removable double sided adhesive tape  
 
 

Product Data 
 

Backing: 0.050 mm yellow PP cast
Adhesive: Outer side: acrylic 

Inner side : synthetic rubber
Liner: double sided white siliconized  paper
Total thickness (without liner) 0.150 mm 
Adhesion to steel  o.s. 3.7 N/25mm

c.s. 37  N/25mm
Tensile strength MD 50 N/25mm 
Elongation at break  600 % 
Temp. Resistance 60 °C  
 
Application 
 

SICAD S.p.A., Via Caduti della Liberazione, 57  21040 Uboldo (VA) 
Tel.+39 02 96412.1;   Fax +39  02 96412322 export market;    Fax +39  02 96780832 domestic market;

E-mail: info@eurocel.it  - www.eurocel.it   
This information is given to the best of Sicad’s knowledge. Values are typical and do not constitute a specification. Customers are required to do their own testing under their working condition for their intended application. Any

liability arising in respect of our products will be limited to the value of those products charged to the customer excluding any consequential loss

Product shelf life and storage: 12 months, based on the product being stored at 23°C/50% relative humidity out of
direct sunlight.
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Floor removable double sided tape, recommended for holding exhibitions and promotion event
temporary applications in household use when carpets , runners, etc, floor holding are required.
The removable side of the tape is the outer: first  apply the tape to the floor, then remove the liner 
and apply the carpet. Please always test on any surface involved.
After application removal is suggested within 15 days.
 

Features 
Synthetic rubber ( inner side) � High adhesion on all carpets, runners, etc.

� Safe holding
 

Acrylic adhesive ( outer side ) � High performance on several surfaces
� Easily removable without adhesive transfer
 

Yellow PP cast backing � Highly conformable
� Position highlight th
� Hand tearable
� Removable without breaking

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

EUROCEL 704 

0.050 mm yellow PP cast 
Outer side: acrylic  
Inner side : synthetic rubber 
double sided white siliconized  paper 

o.s. 3.7 N/25mm 
c.s. 37  N/25mm 
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Product shelf life and storage: 12 months, based on the product being stored at 23°C/50% relative humidity out of

Floor removable double sided tape, recommended for holding exhibitions and promotion events, 
temporary applications in household use when carpets , runners, etc, floor holding are required. 
The removable side of the tape is the outer: first  apply the tape to the floor, then remove the liner 

. Please always test on any surface involved. 
After application removal is suggested within 15 days. 

 
Benefits 

High adhesion on all carpets, runners, etc. 
Safe holding 

High performance on several surfaces 
Easily removable without adhesive transfer 

Highly conformable 
Position highlight thanks to the yellow colour 
Hand tearable 
Removable without breaking 


